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Abstract. In this paper we provide sharp bounds for the Jensen divergence generated by different
classes of functions including functions of bounded variation, absolutely continuous, Lipschitz
continuous, convex functions and differentiable functions whose derivatives enjoy various prop-
erties as mentioned above. The bounds are expressed in terms of known and simpler diver-
gence measures that are of importance in various applications such as the analysis of diversity as
between and within populations and to cluster analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For a function ˚ defined on an interval I of the real line R, following Burbea and
Rao [2], we consider the Jensen divergence (or simply J-divergence) between x and












; .x;y/ 2 InIn:
For a probability distribution p1; :::;pk  0 .k  2/ with
Pk
jD1pj D 1 the authors































For the convex function ˚ W Œ0;1/! R, ˚ .t/ WD t log t with the usual convention
that 0 log0 D 0; Jpn;˚ which is nonnegative, is the same as the mutual information
(trans-information) Jpn defined in information theory as a measure of information on
a k-input channel for input distribution p D .p1; :::;pk/ :
c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For a discussion on the properties of Jpn see Gallager [3, p. 16] and Acze´l and
Daro´czy [1, 196-199].
In biological work, Jpn is defined to be the information radius on the probability
distributions associated with y1; :::;yk (see [12]). Applications of this concept to
cluster analysis are discussed in [12] and [5]. For applications of Jpn in the analysis


















;I 0 WD Œ0;1
the closure of Sn:
Utilizing the family of functions
˚˛ .t/ WD
8<: .˛ 1/
 1 .t˛  t / ; ˛ ¤ 1;
t log t ˛ D 1;
by Havrda and Charva´t in [4] to introduce their entropies of degree ˛ we mention, as




































3775 ; ˛ D 1
(1.1)
that can be extended on SnSn with the usual convention that 0 log0D 0:
The divergence Jn;1; written in its equivalent form as











is also known in the literature as the Jensen-Shannon divergence. Its important ap-
plications in various fields of Mathematics and Statistics can be found, for instance
in [8, 9, 11, 13] and the references therein.
The convexity of divergence measures is an attractive feature. The following result
concerning this property holds:
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Theorem 1 (Burbea-Rao, 1982, [2]). Let ˚ be a C 2 function on the interval of
real numbers I: Then Jn;˚ is convex (concave) on InIn if and only if ˚ is convex
(concave) and 1
˚ 00 is concave (convex) on I: Further, in this case J
p
n;˚ is also convex
(concave) on Ink for any given probability distribution p:
In this paper we endeavour to provide sharp upper and lower bounds for the Jensen
divergence for various classes of functions ˚; including functions of bounded vari-
ation, absolutely continuous functions, Lipschitzian continuous functions, convex
functions and differentiable functions whose derivative belong to the above men-
tioned classes. The bounds will be expressed in terms of known and simpler diver-
gence measures that have been employed in various applications as mentioned above.
2. SOME GENERAL RESULTS
The following result may be stated
Proposition 1. If ˚ W Œa;b! R is a bounded function with  1 < m  ˚ .t/ 
M <1 for any t 2 Œa;b ; thenˇˇ
Jn;˚ .x;y/
ˇˇ n.M  m/: (2.1)
For a fixed n; the multiplicative constant 1 in front of M  m cannot be replaced by
a smaller quantity.
Proof. For the sake of completeness, we present a short proof.






  m; which gives, by addition that

















which implies the desired inequality (2.1).
Let us prove the sharpness of the constant for the case nD 1:



















Proposition 2. Let ˚ W Œa;b ! R be a function of bounded variation on the
compact interval Œa;b of real numbers R. Then for any x D .x1; :::;xn/ ; y D
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a .˚/ denotes the total variation of ˚ on Œa;b :
The constant 1
2
is best possible in both inequalities from (2.3).
Proof. It suffices to prove the inequality for nD 1:






























By symmetry reasons, we deduce a similar inequality when y < x: Therefore, for any

















which implies the desired inequality (2.3).





Wba .˚/ for any selection of
vectors x D .x1; :::;xn/ ; y D .y1; :::;yn/ 2 Œa;bn.
Now, if we take the function ˚ W Œ0;1! R, ˚ .x/D sgn x  1
2

; then this func-
tion is of bounded variation on Œ0;1 and if we take x D 0 and x D 1 then we haveW1
0 .˚/D 2 and we get in both sides of (2.4) the same quantity 1; which proves the
sharpness of the constant 1
2
in both inequalities (2.3). 
Corollary 1. Let ˚ W Œa;b! R be a L-Lipschitzian function on Œa;b ; i.e. we
recall that ˚ satisfies the condition
j˚ .t/ ˚ .s/j  L jt   sj for any t; s 2 Œa;b
where L> 0 is given.







jxi  yi j D Lı .x;y/ ; (2.5)
where ı .x;y/ WD 1
2
Pn
iD1 jxi  yi j is known in the literature as the statistical dis-
tance between x and y.
The constant 1
2
is best possible in (2.5).
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Proof. It is well known that, any L-Lipschitzian function on Œa;b is of bounded
variation on Œa;b and
Wb
a .˚/  L.b a/ : Applying this property to the inequality
(2.3), we deduce the desired result (2.5).
We prove the sharpness esof the constant 1
2











is a sharp inequality provided ˚ W Œa;b! R is a L-Lipschitzian function on Œa;b :






˚ is Lipschitzian with the constantLD 1 and if we use this function and xD a;yD b
in (2.6) we obtain the same quantity 1
2
.b a/ in both sides.
This proves the desired result. 
The following lemma may be stated.
Lemma 1. Let u W Œa;b! R and ;  2 R with   > : The following statements
are equivalent:
(i) The function u  C 
2
e;where e .t/D t; t 2 Œa;b ; is 1
2
.   /-Lipschitzian;
(ii) We have the inequality:
  u.t/ u.s/
t   s    for each t; s 2 Œa;b with t ¤ sI
(iii) We have the inequality:
 .t   s/ u.t/ u.s/   .t   s/ for each t; s 2 Œa;b with t > s:
Following [7], we can introduce the concept:
Definition 1. A function u W Œa;b! R which satisfies one of the equivalent con-
ditions (i) – (iii) is said to be .;  /-Lipschitzian on Œa;b :
Notice that in [6], the definition was introduced on utilizing the statement (iii) and
only the equivalence (i), (iii) was considered.
Utilizing Lagrange’s mean value theorem, we can state the following result that
provides practical examples of .;  /-Lipschitzian functions.
Proposition 3. Let u W Œa;b! R be continuous on Œa;b and differentiable on
.a;b/ : If
 1<  WD inf
t2.a;b/
u0 .t/ ; sup
t2.a;b/
u0 .t/DW   <1
then u is .;  /-Lipschitzian on Œa;b :
We can improve the inequality (2.6) as follows:
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Corollary 2. Let ˚ W Œa;b! R be .;  /-Lipschitzian on Œa;b with  <  : Then







jxi  yi j D 1
2
.   /ı .x;y/ : (2.7)
The constant 1
4
is best possible in (2.7).
In particular, if ˚ W Œa;b! R is differentiable on .a;b/ and the derivative ˚ 0
satisfies the inequality  1 <   ˚ 0 .t/    <1 for each t 2 .a;b/ ; then (2.7) is
valid as well.




e .x;y/D Jn;˚ .x;y/
and the details are omitted. 
We recall that a function f W Œa;b! R is absolutely continuous on Œa;b if and
only if it is differentiable almost everywhere in Œa;b. The derivative f 0 is Lebesgue
integrable on this interval and f .y/ f .x/D R yx f 0 .t/dt for any x;y 2 Œa;b :






if 1 p <1; x;y 2 Œa;b and g 2 Lp Œa;b I
and for g 2 L1 Œa;b we denote
kgkŒx;y;1 WD
8<:
esssups2Œx;y jg .s/j if x < y
esssups2Œy;x jg .s/j if y < x:
Theorem 2. Assume that ˚ W Œa;b! R is absolutely continuous on Œa;b : Then











iD1 jyi  xi jk˚ 0kŒxi ;yi ;1 if ˚ 0 2 L1 Œa;bPn
iD1 jyi  xi j
p 1
p k˚ 0kŒxi ;yi ;p if ˚ 0 2 Lp Œa;b ;p > 1Pn









iD1 jyi  xi j if ˚ 0 2 L1 Œa;b
k˚ 0kŒa;b;p
Pn
iD1 jyi  xi j
p 1
p if ˚ 0 2 Lp Œa;b ;p > 1
nk˚ 0kŒa;b;1
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for any x D .x1; :::;xn/ ; y D .y1; :::;yn/ 2 Œa;bn :
























˚ 0 .xi /





for any x D .x1; :::;xn/ ; y D .y1; :::;yn/ 2 Œa;bn :
The constant 1
4
is best possible in both inequalities.













































































































jy xjk˚ 0kŒx;y;1 if ˚ 0 2 L1 Œa;b
jy xjp 1p k˚ 0kŒx;y;p if ˚ 0 2 Lp Œa;b ;p > 1:
(2.11)
















jy xjk˚ 0kŒx;y;1 if ˚ 0 2 L1 Œa;b
jy xjp 1p k˚ 0kŒx;y;p if ˚ 0 2 Lp Œa;b ;p > 1
k˚ 0kŒx;y;p
(2.13)
for any x;y 2 Œa;b ; which imply the first inequality in (2.8). The second inequality
is obvious.














C f .˛/Cf .ˇ/
2

 f .˛/Cf .ˇ/
2
that works for a convex function f W Œa;b! R and any ˛;ˇ 2 Œa;b with ˛ ¤ ˇ:
























ˇˇC ˇˇ˚ 0 .y/ˇˇ jy xj
which together with (2.10) produces the required result (2.9).
Let us prove the sharpness of the constant 1
4
for nD 1; meaning that we need to


























ˇˇC ˇˇ˚ 0 .y/ˇˇ jy xj
reduce to equality for some function f and some numbers x;y 2 Œa;b :






: Then ˚ 0 .t/D t   aCb
2
and, ob-
viously, j˚ 0j is a convex function.
If we replace this function in (2.14) and choose x D a and y D b; then we get in
all sides the same quantity 1
4
.b a/2 : 
3. BOUNDS FOR CONVEX FUNCTIONS
The case of convex functions is as follows:
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Theorem 3. Let ˚ W I ! R be a convex function on the interval I of real numbers
R. Then for any x D .x1; :::;xn/ ; y D .y1; :::;yn/ 2 VIn, where VI denotes the interior




























where ˚ 0C. / .´/ denote the right (left) derivative of ˚ in ´:
The constant 1
4
is best possible in both inequalities.
Proof. It suffices to prove the inequality for nD 1:
It is well know that, if ˚ W I ! R is a convex function on the interval I; then for
any x;y 2 VI we have the gradient inequality
.y/.y x/ ˚ .y/ ˚ .x/ .x/.y x/ (3.2)
where .y/ 2 ˚ 0  .y/ ;˚ 0C .y/ and .x/ 2 ˚ 0  .x/ ;˚ 0C .x/ :





























If we multiply both inequalities with 1
2






































































and the second inequality in (3.1) is proven.
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In order to prove the sharpness of the constant 1
4
in (3.3), we consider the function

















If we write the inequality (3.3) for this convex function and xD a;yD b we obtain
in both sides of this inequality the same quantity 1
2
.b a/ which proves the desired
result.


















If we multiply both inequalities with 1
2














for any x;y 2 VI and the first inequality in (3.1) is also proven.






observe that ˚ 0  .b/ D 1;˚ 0C .a/ D  1 and if we write the inequality (3.4) for this




Corollary 3. Let ˚ W I ! R be a differentiable convex function on the interval I








˚ 0 .xi / ˚ 0 .yi /
 Jn;˚ .x;y/ 0 (3.5)
Remark 1. We observe that if ˚ 0 is r H -Ho¨lder continuous on I; i.e., there exist
the constants r 2 .0;1 and H > 0 such that j˚ 0 .s/ ˚ 0 .t/j  H js  t jr for any






jxi  yi jrC1  Jn;˚ .x;y/ 0
and, in particular, for r D 1; we have the bound
HJn;2 .x;y/ Jn;˚ .x;y/ 0

















.xi  yi /2 :
For two vectors x D .x1; :::;xn/ ; y D .y1; :::;yn/ 2 In we say that x  y if
for all i 2 f1; :::;ng we have that xi  yi : For x  y, we call the set Œx;y WD
fg D .g1; :::;gn/ j with xi  gi  yi for all i 2 f1; :::;ngg the generalized interval gen-
erated by x and y:
Theorem 4. Let ˚ W I ! R be a convex function on the interval I of real numbers
R.
(i) If x; y; ´ 2 In are so that x  y  ´; then
0 Jn;˚ .x;y/CJn;˚ .y;´/ Jn;˚ .x;´/ ; (3.6)
i.e., Jn;˚ is superadditive as a functional of the generalized interval;
(ii) If x; y; ´;u 2 In are so that x  y  ´ u; then
0 Jn;˚ .y;´/ Jn;˚ .x;u/ ; (3.7)
i.e., Jn;˚ is monotonic nondecreasing as a functional of the generalized in-
terval.
Proof. (i) It suffices to prove it for nD 1:
So, assume that x; y; ´ 2 I with x  y  ´: We claim that, if ˚ W I ! R is a








































If either x D y or y D ´; then (3.8) reduces to an equality, so we can suppose that
x < y < ´:
Now, for a convex function ' W I  R! R, where I is an interval, and any real





s1  s2 : (3.9)
Indeed, since ' is convex on I then for any a 2 I the function  W Infag ! R
 .t/ WD ' .t/ ' .a/
t  a
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which proves the inequality (3.9).
Now, if we choose




and s2 D xC´
2





















which is equivalent to the desired result (3.8).
(ii). We have from (i) that
Jn;˚ .x;y/CJn;˚ .y;´/CJn;˚ .´;u/ Jn;˚ .x;u/
and since Jn;˚ .x;y/ ;Jn;˚ .y;´/ 0 we deduce the desired result (3.7). 
Remark 2. With the assumptions of Theorem 4, we have the bound
sup
xy´u
Jn;˚ .y;´/D Jn;˚ .x;u/ :
For a constant c 2 R we denote the vector having all components equal to this
constant by c; i.e., c D .c; :::; c/ 2 Rn: With this notation we have:
Corollary 4. Let˚ W I !R be a convex function on the interval I of real numbers
R.












(ii) If m;M 2 I and x;y 2 In are such that m  xi  yi  M for all i 2
f1; :::;ng ; then
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4. INEQUALITIES FOR DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS
The following result holds:
Theorem 5. Let ˚ W Œa;b! R be a differentiable function on the interval Œa;b
of real numbers R.






























for any x D .x1; :::;xn/ ; y D .y1; :::;yn/ 2 Œa;bn :
The constant 1
4
is best possible in both inequalities (4.1).







.yi  xi /2 D 1
2
KJn;2 .x;y/ (4.2)
for any x D .x1; :::;xn/ ; y D .y1; :::;yn/ 2 Œa;bn :
The constant 1
8
is best possible in (4.2).
Proof. For x;y 2 Œa;b with x < y we consider the kernel K W Œx;y! R defined
by
Kx;y .s/ WD
8<: s x if x  s 
xCy
2
y  s if xCy
2
< s  y:







.s x/d ˚ 0 .s/CZ y
xCy
2
.y  s/d ˚ 0 .s/
























































































(i) It is well known that, if p W Œ˛;ˇ! R is continuous and v W Œ˛;ˇ! R is of
bounded variation, then the Riemann-Stieltjes integral
R ˇ


































.s x/d ˚ 0 .s/CZ y
xCy
2
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which written for xi ;yi 2 Œa;b ; i 2 f1; :::;ng produces by summation the desired
result (4.1).
In order to prove the sharpness of the constant 1
4
in both inequalities from (4.1),




















: This function is absolutely

















 2G .b a/ ;
which implies that G  1
4
:
(ii) We utilize the fact that for an L Lipschitzian function, p W Œ˛;ˇ! R and a



































.s x/d ˚ 0 .s/CZ y
xCy
2






























The same inequality holds if y < x; and the desired inequality (4.2) is thus obtained.
To prove the sharpness of the constant 1
8
in (4.2), let us assume that there exist








 UK .b a/2 : (4.4)
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: Then ˚ 0 .t/D t   aCb
2
is Lipschit-
zian with the constant K D 1 and (4.4) becomes
1
8
.b a/2  U .b a/2 ;
which implies that U  1
8
: 
Corollary 5. Let˚ W Œa;b!R be a differentiable function on the interval Œa;b of
real numbers R. If the derivative ˚ 0 is .;ı/-Lipschitzian on Œa;b with the constant
> ı; then ˇˇˇˇ









.yi  xi /2 (4.5)
D 1
4
.  ı/Jn;2 .x;y/ ;
for any x D .x1; :::;xn/ ; y D .y1; :::;yn/ 2 Œa;bn : The constant 116 is best possible
in (4.5).
In particular, if ˚ is twice differentiable and the second derivative ˚ 00 satisfies the
inequality  1< ı ˚ 00 .t/<1 for each t 2 .a;b/ ; then (4.5) is valid as well.
Proof. Follows by the statement (ii) from Theorem 5 on noticing that the func-
tion ˚   Cı
4




-Lipschitzian on Œa;b : The
details are omitted. 
Theorem 6. Let ˚ W Œa;b! R be a differentiable function on the interval Œa;b
of real numbers R.














































 if ˚ 00 2 Lp Œa;b ;

















iD1 jyi  xi j1C
1
q
if ˚ 00 2 Lp Œa;b ;





for any x D .x1; :::;xn/ ; y D .y1; :::;yn/ 2 Œa;bn :
























˚ 00 .yi /





for any x D .x1; :::;xn/ ; y D .y1; :::;yn/ 2 Œa;bn :
Proof. (i) Since ˚ 0 is absolutely continuous on Œa;b ; then the Riemann-Stieltjes






















































.s x/ ˇˇ˚ 00 .s/ˇˇdsCZ y
xCy
2
.y  s/ ˇˇ˚ 00 .s/ˇˇds#
for any x;y 2 Œa;b with x < y:
Utilizing Ho¨lder’s integral inequality, we can state thatZ xCy
2
x
.s x/ ˇˇ˚ 00 .s/ˇˇds (4.9)















































In a similar manner we also have the inequalityZ y
xCy
2
















if ˚ 00 2 Lp Œa;b ;p > 1
where I .q/ is given in (4.10).










































 if ˚ 00 2 Lp Œa;b ;





for any x;y 2 Œa;b :
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(ii). It is well know that, if ' W Œ˛;ˇ! R is a convex function, then for each
s 2 Œ˛;ˇ we have the inequality
' .s/ .s ˛/' .ˇ/C .ˇ  s/' .˛/
ˇ ˛ :
















































These imply the inequalities
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then (4.15) and (4.16) becomeZ xCy
2
x












































.s x/ ˇˇ˚ 00 .s/ˇˇdsCZ y
xCy
2













for any x;y 2 Œa;b :
The first inequality in (4.7) follows then easily from (4.17). The other two inequal-
ities are obvious. 
5. APPLICATIONS













Œln.xi /C ln.yi /

; .x;y/ 2 InIn
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; .x;y/ 2 InIn:
If one wants to compare the Jensen divergence for a convex function˚ W Œm;M!
Rwith ı .x;y/ WD 1
2
Pn
iD1 jxi  yi j, the statistical distance between x and y; then one
has from (2.7) the following inequality
0 Jn;˚ .x;y/ 1
2
 
˚ 0  .M/ ˚ 0C .m/

ı .x;y/ (5.1)
for any x;y 2 Œm;Mn ; provided the lateral derivatives ˚ 0  .M/ and ˚ 0C .m/ are
finite.
For instance, if we apply the inequality (5.1) to the function ˚ .t/D  ln t defined
on the interval Œm;M .0;1/ ; then we get
0 Jn;0 .x;y/ M  m
2mM
 ı .x;y/ (5.2)
for any x;y 2 Œm;Mn :
The same inequality (5.1) applied for the convex function ˚ .t/D t ln t defined on
the interval Œm;M .0;1/ produces the result




 ı .x;y/ (5.3)
for any x;y 2 Œm;Mn :
As another example, we can consider the convex function ˚ .t/D exp t; t 2 R. If
we apply the inequality (5.1) to this function, we get
0 Jn;exp .x;y/ 1
2
.exp.M/  exp.m//ı .x;y/ (5.4)
for any x;y 2 Œm;Mn :
Now, if one wants to compare the Jensen divergence for a twice differentiable
convex function ˚ W Œm;M! R satisfying the condition 0  ı  ˚ 00 .t/   <1
















.xi  yi /2 ;
that one has from (4.5) the following double inequality
1
2
ıJn;2 .x;y/ Jn;˚ .x;y/ 1
2
Jn;2 .x;y/ ; (5.5)
for any x;y 2 Œm;Mn :
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If we apply the inequality (5.5) to the function˚ .t/D  ln t defined on the interval
Œm;M .0;1/ ; then we get
1
2M 2
Jn;2 .x;y/ Jn;0 .x;y/ 1
2m2
Jn;2 .x;y/ (5.6)
for any x;y 2 Œm;Mn :
The same inequality (5.5) applied to the convex function ˚ .t/D t ln t defined on
the interval Œm;M .0;1/ produces the result
1
2M
Jn;2 .x;y/ Jn;1 .x;y/ 1
2m
Jn;2 .x;y/ ; (5.7)
for any x;y 2 Œm;Mn :
Finally, if we apply the inequality (5.5) to the convex function ˚ .t/D exp t on the
interval Œm;M R, then we get the bounds
1
2
Jn;2 .x;y/expm Jn;exp .x;y/ 1
2
Jn;2 .x;y/expM; (5.8)
for any x;y 2 Œm;Mn :
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